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Abstract: As technological evolution progresses of cybercrimes, continually develops new attack types, tools and techniques that allow attackers to penetrate more complex or well controlled environments, and produce increased damage and even remain untraceable. IT security experts engages in behaviour-based malware analysis in order to learn about previously unknown samples of malicious softwares (malware) or malware families. For this, they need to find and categorize suspicious patterns from large collections of execution traces. The factors affecting the cybercrime have different laws of treatment in different countries that often overlook aspects of the problem and investigation in the depth of the issues with different methods, are playing key role. Not only the method of fighting against the cybercrime but also the juridical issues and technical challenges involved in fighting cybercrime may not be understood. Ethical aspects are often set aside as shown by the various battles governments have taken recently to address the cybercrime issues.
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1. Introduction

Cybercrime which gives an impression of an illegal activity and when it is merged with Computer creates wider and pan global issues. It is a term used mostly to describe criminal activity in which computers or computer networks are a tool, a target or a place of criminal activity. Malware (malicious software) is undoubtedly one of today’s greatest threats to the Confidentiality triangle of information security. It has become a common tool in digital theft, corporate and national spam distribution and attacks on infrastructure availability. When security professionals analyse malware in a real world setting, they have large volumes of complex and heterogeneous data at their disposal. Images are preferred medium for the current steganography techniques. Content adaptability, visual resilience, and smaller size of images make them good carrier to transmit secret messages over the internet. There exists a large number of image steganography techniques which are accompanied by various attacks on the steganography systems.

1.1 Crimes Related to Telecommunication

When an organization is mostly depends on Digital Information System and using that for the activities which are illegal in aspects of law come under the Telecommunication Cyber Crime. Cyber Criminals are using different front end services to hide their actual profession. The other most common example of telecommunication theft is access of PBX to obtain the services of dial in/dial out through individual or by the group of peoples. People use others telecommunication services illegally and without the knowledge of the owner.
category of telecommunication crime is piracy of digital content. When we publish any ones personal objectionable data without bringing that in their knowledge comes in this category of telecommunication theft. Apart from this, financial thefts by individual or by the group of peoples like for Tax Evasion, Money Laundering, Extortion, terrorism, investment frauds, malicious fund transfers etc. are the example of these category of Cyber Crimes.

1.2 Cyber Crime against Women

Enabling the free flow of information and ideas over long distances also give rise to a worryingly high incidence of irresponsible behaviour. The vulnerability and safety of women is one of the biggest concerns of any criminal and penal law, but unfortunately women are still defenseless in cyber space. Cybercrime against women is on a alarming stage and it may pose as a major threat to the security of a person as a whole. The World Wide Web allows users to circulate content in the form of text, images, videos and sounds. The widespread circulation of such content is particularly harmful for women. In recent years, there have been numerous reports of women receiving unsolicited emails which often contains obscene and obnoxious language.

India is considered as one of the very few countries to enact IT Act 2000 to combat cyber-crimes; This Act widely covers the commercial and economic crimes. Even though issues regarding women still remain untouched in this Act. Social Networking and other websites are created and updated for many useful purposes, but they are nowadays also used to circulate offensive contents also. Individuals who post personal information about themselves on job and marriage websites or social networking websites are often at the receiving end of “cybercrime”. Women and minors who post their contact details become especially vulnerable. As many as 80,000 cyber-crime related complaints have been registered with police in Kerala in 2012, of which 50,000 relate to harassment of women through new hi-tech devices.

2. KAMAS

A knowledge-assisted visualization system for behaviour-based malware analysis. Malware analysis lends itself very well to visualization, because the experience of analysts plays a central role in reconstructing the obfuscated behaviour of malware. There are basically two different approaches for the detection of malicious software: the signature-based and the behaviour-based approach, since the signature-based approach can be used only for known malware, other techniques must be applied. Behavioural analysis is a promising approach for detecting and pre-classifying malware. (Behavioural analysis)Both approaches (static and dynamic analysis) yield patterns and rules, which are later used for malicious software detection and classification.

2.1 Survey based on business and what security measures they have taken

Responses indicated that 65% of participating organisations had IT security staff with tertiary level IT qualifications. More than 50% of participating organisations had IT security staff with some type of vendor based IT certifications. Almost 35% of participating organisations had IT security staff with no formal training, although most of these staff had more than five years working in the IT security industry.
2.3 Terminal safety controls

1) Proactive defence-in-depth
2) Penetration testing, ethical hacking and simulations.
3) Regular training exercises on social engg techniques
4) Vulnerability assessment
5) Internal and external audits
6) Data encryption
7) Counter attacks
8) Air-gapping or partial air-gapping

3. Detection and Mitigation

The ultimate objective of targeted attacks is the acquisition of sensitive data so defensive strategies need to include the identification and classification of sensitive data and appropriate access controls can be placed on such data. Developing threat intelligence based upon indicators that can be used to identify the tools, tactics and procedures of attack will help in defending against targeted attacks. The information like domain names and IP addresses used by attackers to send spear phishing emails or to host their command and control servers must be properly recorded and updated from time to time.

Detection and monitoring of suspicious behaviors that indicate targeted attacks will help in mitigation of such attacks should be based upon the following:

- Logs from endpoints, servers and network monitoring should be carefully studied and can be aggregated to provide a view of activity within an organization that can be processed for anomalous behaviors that could indicate a targeted malware attack. In order to maintain persistence, malware will make modifications to the file system and registry. Monitoring such changes can indicate the presence of malware. Security analysts with access to real-time views of the security posture of their organization should be in place to detect, analyze and remediate targeted attacks.
- Education and training programs combined with explicit policies and procedures that provide avenues for reporting and a clear understanding of roles and responsibilities is an essential component of defence. Sensitive information is not only stored in databases but also in the cloud and is accessible through a variety of methods including mobile devices. While securing the network layer is an important component, it is also critically important to specifically protect data as well. Identifying and classifying sensitive data allows the introduction of access controls and enhanced monitoring and logging technologies that can alert defenders of attempts to access or transport sensitive data.

3.2 The Gompertz Model

The modified Gompertz model used by Pitcher assumes that the probable causes for the outbreak of such incidents are imitative as well as inhibitive in nature. This model’s theoretical background is strong and is based on a social conflict theory. The imitative aspect is based on incident news spread via the Internet and by word-of-mouth; the inhibitive aspects can also be spread via Internet/Web sites and related stories. However, people only engage in Security attacks when they feel threatened or are motivated by some economic or other gain and observed the success of earlier attackers. Traditionally, the challenge or threat to such attackers was mostly an intellectual one: to break a system. To quote a hacker expert, Of course, other types of challenges come, for instance, from making money or taking economic or political advantage. The more successful the earlier attackers are, the more aggressive the behaviour of the present attacker becomes. Each such incident is an imitation of previous behaviour and a behavioural model for others to imitate. On the other hand, the increase of security activities and success stories about preventing such attacks could reduce the number of attacks. Thus, a combination of imitation and inhibition as assumed by the asymmetric model could provide a realistic background in modelling such incidents. The model can be expressed as, The parameter $c$ denotes the net rate of instigation to attacks $q$ denotes the rate of inhibition in such attacks.
Conclusion

As the Cyber Crime is growing in wide scale and becoming a global issue. Regardless of regional and national boundaries researchers are working together to find out all possible solutions. Various legislative acts are enforced and implement. Organizations are instructed to abide and follow the safety measures. To fight with Cyber Crime, Cross-Domain Solutions are becoming popular to resolve issues. Fraud prevention approaches now require solutions which can extend to mobile and cloud environments, make greater use of behavioural analytics, and take advantage of integrated threat intelligence capabilities to protect users and data. Even if attacks can’t be stopped completely, it is possible to change how we detect and respond to an attack to minimize the potential for loss or damage. Several key factors to help increase the security awareness among users were also presented. The defensive strategies can be greatly improved by understanding how targeted attacks work and their trends and the tools, tactics and procedures that they use. The defensive strategies can be greatly improved by understanding how targeted attacks work and their trends and the tools, tactics and procedures that they use. As these attacks focus on the acquisition of sensitive data, so defense should focus on protecting the data itself, wherever it resides. By effectively using threat intelligence derived from external and internal sources combined with context aware data protection and security tools that empower and inform human analysts, organizations are better positioned to detect and mitigate targeted attacks.
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